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Treats, Delights, and Joyful Surprises - Christmas
Gifting Ideas for 2023

Unwrap a treasure trove of Christmas gifting inspiration.

 By Vanita Arora | Dec 21, 2023, 20:47 IST

It’s that time of the year-end revelry we’ve all been waiting for! The holiday season

brings forth a medley of surprises, travel adventures, heartwarming family moments,

celebratory feasts, and, of course, the joy of exchanging gifts. Amidst the myriad plans

still on your to-do list, we’ve simplified the hunt for meaningful presents for your near

and dear ones. Each product is a testament to craftsmanship and innovation, making it a

thoughtful and delightful choice for spreading joy during this magical time of the year.

Whether you’re eyeing carefully curated hampers featuring essentials like cakes,

chocolates, candles, and Christmas ornaments or leaning towards something more

personalized, we’ve neatly packaged them all for your browsing pleasure. So, dive into

our list and enjoy the joyful process of choosing the perfect gifts effortlessly!

1. Anghs Collection by Jaipur Rugs:

Embark on a journey to Nagaland and explore the ancestral land of the Konyak tribe with

the Anghs Collection by Jaipur Rugs. A captivating exhibition, “A Tribute to the Land of

Konyaks,” honours the resilience and spirit of this warrior tribe. This unique collection

serves as a meaningful Christmas gifting option, preserving the rich traditions and
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legacy of the Konyak people.

2. Peacock & Macau Cushion Cover Basket by Izzhaar:

Unwrap the magic of Christmas with Izzhaar’s Peacock & Macau Cushion Cover Basket.

This Bohemian-style crochet throw and cushion covers, adorned with decorative gold

beads, promise cosiness and cheer. Paired with delectable treats like French Hearts and

Cinnamon Sticks, this basket offers a perfect blend of warmth and indulgence for the

holiday season.

Explore the extraordinary journey of the Konyak tribe with Jaipur Rugs Anghs collection - a tribute to valor,
resilence, and rich traditions.

Click allow to stay updated with the latest Innovative Home Decor Ideas and Tips - Interior
Design, Style, Shopping
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3. Cloudy by Axolight at Innovative Design Studio:

Illuminate your Christmas with Cloudy, a luminous sculpture available at Innovative

Design Studio. Designed by Dima Loginoff, this suspended masterpiece transforms your

surroundings into a warm haven. Let the magic of Cloudy, where asymmetrical

arrangement meets homogeneous light, set the ambience for an enchanting Christmas.

Unwrap the magic of Christmas with Izzhaar's Peacock and Macau Cushion Cover Basket - a blend of
Bohemian elegance and festive charm.

Illuminate your space with the radiant Cloudy by Axolight, a suspended masterpiece that transforms every
corner into a warm haven.

Click allow to stay updated with the latest Innovative Home Decor Ideas and Tips - Interior
Design, Style, Shopping
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4. Red Wing Chair and Footstool from Nivasa:

Infuse your home with festive cheer using the Red Wing Chair and Footstool from

Nivasa. The vibrantly printed upholstery brings colour and joy, creating the perfect

holiday atmosphere. Paired with the Prague Credenza, adorned with antique brass finish

and intricate carvings, this dynamic duo adds an extra layer of glamour to your festive

decor.

5. Glo, Penta available at Sources Unlimited:

Revel in elegance with Glo, a radiant jewel available at Sources Unlimited. This glass orb

engages in a captivating dance of reflections, creating a mesmerizing spectacle for an

enchanting Christmas ambience.

Infuse your home with festive cheer using Nivasa's Red Wing Chair and Footstool - a vibrant duo that adds
colour and joy to your holiday decor.

Click allow to stay updated with the latest Innovative Home Decor Ideas and Tips - Interior
Design, Style, Shopping
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6. ‘Nura’ Totems Collection by Escape by Creatomy:

Celebrate a green Christmas with the ‘Nura’ Totems Collection by Escape by Creatomy.

Crafted from new and repurposed woods, each piece champions sustainability while

reflecting modern aesthetics and organic beauty. These artful totems make for a unique

and eco-friendly Christmas gift.

Revel in the elegance of Glo, Penta available at Sources Unlimited - a resplendent glass orb that creates a
mesmerising spectacle of festive brilliance.

Celebrate Christmas with the Nura Totems collection by Escape by Creatomy - artful totems crafted from new
and repurposed woods.

Click allow to stay updated with the latest Innovative Home Decor Ideas and Tips - Interior
Design, Style, Shopping
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7. Sombra Cake Stand, Ellementry:

The Sombra Cake Stand by Ellementry is an exquisite Paprika Dessert Stand crafted

with a mango wood surface adorned with vibrant, multi-coloured stripes. Spread joy and

sweetness this season with the gift of this artistic and functional piece.

8. Areca Collection by RR Decor:

Immerse yourself in the serenity of muted colours and inviting textures with the Areca

Collection by RR Decor. This exquisite home furnishing collection embodies refined

living, creating a premium ambience that radiates both luxury and sophistication.

The Sombra Cake stand by Ellementry is a vibrant coloured cake-stand that adds a distinctive Mexican charm
to your festive treats.

Click allow to stay updated with the latest Innovative Home Decor Ideas and Tips - Interior
Design, Style, Shopping
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9. The Tanobay End Table, Dash Square:

The Tanobay End Table by Dash Square is a testament to timeless traditional style with a

unique twist. Crafted to showcase the charming knotty grain of pine wood, this table

emanates an earthy character, making it a distinctive Christmas gifting option.

Immerse yourself in the serenity of muted colours and inviting textures with RR Decor's Areca collection.

Discover the timeless traditional style of Dash Square's Tanobay End Table – crafted to showcase the
charming knotty grain of pine wood for an earthy appeal.

Click allow to stay updated with the latest Innovative Home Decor Ideas and Tips - Interior
Design, Style, Shopping
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10. Handmade Blown Glass Vases, Maison by Nirmals:

Add a touch of artistry to your holiday gifting with Maison by Nirmals’ Handmade Blown

Glass Vases. Crafted by skilled artisans, each vase is a unique work of art featuring

intricate patterns and textures.

11. MI-X 150 Retro Plus X by AIWA:

This Christmas, gift music enthusiasts, party lovers, or anyone who appreciates high-

quality audio the ideal present. The AIWA MI-X 150 Retro Plus X features nostalgic retro

design elements coupled with sophisticated Japanese audio technology, all housed in a

sleek, retro-inspired structure. It is a versatile gadget with TWS link technology with

connectivity options such as Bluetooth, USB, and AUX, this gift ensures a delightful

music experience. The user-friendly control panel and integrated speakers guarantee a

seamless balance between performance and style. Embrace the season’s spirit with this

lovely Christmas gift that harmoniously combines modern features and classic design.

Add a touch of artistry to your holiday gifting with Maison by Nirmals' Handmade Blown Glass Vases – unique
pieces crafted by skilled artisans.

Click allow to stay updated with the latest Innovative Home Decor Ideas and Tips - Interior
Design, Style, Shopping
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12. Non-Alcoholic Vegetarian Christmas Plum Cake at White Garden:

White Garden Restaurant presents the Exquisite Non-Alcoholic Vegetarian Christmas

Plum Cake, a culinary masterpiece curated with premium ingredients. Infused with

aromatic spices, this cake offers a sensory experience that resonates with the warmth of

winter and the essence of Christmas.

Gift the perfect blend of vintage design and modern features with the AIWA MI-X 150 Retro Plus X – a classic
luxury acoustic that brings retro charm to Christmas celebrations.

Indulge in the exquisite Non-Alcoholic Vegetarian Christmas Plum Cake at White Garden – a culinary
masterpiece that embodies the essence of the season.

Click allow to stay updated with the latest Innovative Home Decor Ideas and Tips - Interior
Design, Style, Shopping
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13. Luxury Home Decor, Elvy:

Unwrap joy with Elvy’s iconic luxury home decor. From Christmas tree decor to dinner

sets, Elvy’s timeless gifting edit exudes sophistication. The Atlas dinnerware, Bespoke

napkin rings, and Gilded Serenity Ginger Jars are just glimpses of the opulence waiting

to transform homes.

Unwrap joy this season with Elvy's luxury home decor.

Click allow to stay updated with the latest Innovative Home Decor Ideas and Tips - Interior
Design, Style, Shopping
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14. Glistening Celebration Collection by Eris Home:

Experience the magic of the holidays with Eris Home’s Glistening Celebration collection.

Featuring radiant gold and shimmering silver table linen adorned with blooming

chrysanthemums, this collection brings shimmery charm and sophistication to your

Christmas decor.

A symphony of majestic gifts that elevate your home into expressions of opulence and grace by Elvy.

Experience the magic of the holidays with Eris Home's Glistening Celebration collection – radiant table linen
in gold and silver that brings shimmery charm.

Click allow to stay updated with the latest Innovative Home Decor Ideas and Tips - Interior
Design, Style, Shopping
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15. Motorhead GT3 by Nu Republic:

Pay homage to speed and style with the Motorhead GT3 by Nu Republic. Crafted to

perfection, this timepiece with a 360° rotating dial, polished steel dial, and luminous

coating on the pointer makes for a standout Christmas gift.

16. Bar Units and Cabinets by Mohh:

Elevate your festive entertaining with sleek and contemporary bar units and cabinets by

Mohh. Meticulously crafted from premium materials, these pieces symbolize elegance

and invite you to savour refined hosting and curated moments of conviviality.

Unleash your love for speed and style with the Motorhead GT3 by Nu Republic – a timeless work-of-art
crafted for adrenaline junkies and design enthusiasts.

Click allow to stay updated with the latest Innovative Home Decor Ideas and Tips - Interior
Design, Style, Shopping
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17. Christmas Offerings by SPIN:

SPIN offers minimalist, high-quality products that infuse inspiration, joy, and

organization into everyday life. With a focus on modern design and sustainable

materials, SPIN’s offerings make for thoughtful and practical Christmas gifts.

Orchestrate a festive symphony with Mohh's sleek and contemporary bar units – meticulously crafted for
refined hosting and curated moments of conviviality.

Elevating modern living with minimalist, high-quality products designed to inspire, organise, and bring joy to
the festivities.

Click allow to stay updated with the latest Innovative Home Decor Ideas and Tips - Interior
Design, Style, Shopping
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18. Luxurify Rugs:

Blend tradition with innovation by gifting Luxurify rugs, perfect for modern urban living.

These handcrafted works of art embody a fusion of cultures and styles, bringing

vibrancy to any space. A harmonious blend of tradition and innovation, these rugs create

a unique and culturally rich Christmas gift.

19. Wonderchef Crimson Edge Compact Air Fryer:

The Wonderchef Crimson Edge Compact Air Fryer is a must-have in every kitchen

focused on healthy living. This Christmas, gift your loved ones the convenience of oil-

free cooking, making their culinary experiences easy and stress-free.

Luxurify your loved ones' homes this Christmas with exquisite rugs that blend tradition and innovation, adding
a touch of cultural vibrancy to their living spaces.

Click allow to stay updated with the latest Innovative Home Decor Ideas and Tips - Interior
Design, Style, Shopping
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20. Clean Air Solutions by Nirvana Being:

This Christmas, consider Nirvana Being as an exceptional gifting option, offering

solutions to ensure pure air consumption in alignment with WHO standards. Founded

by Jai Dhar Gupta, this brand, born out of a commitment to combat rising air pollution,

presents a range of sustainable, stylish, reusable, and affordable clean air and wellness

products. In the face of deteriorating air quality worldwide, Nirvana Being’s offerings

stand out as thoughtful and relevant gift choices, contributing to the well-being of loved

ones.

Unwrap the joy of guilt-free indulgence this Christmas with the Wonderchef Crimson Edge Compact Air Fryer
—an ideal gift for those embracing a healthier lifestyle.
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21: All Things Sweet:

Indulge in festive delights with "All Things Sweet" in Vasant Kunj, New Delhi, a haven

for dessert enthusiasts. Explore their Custom Designer Cakes and Unique Festive Gift

Hampers featuring Christmas treats like Pavlovas, Plum Cakes, Rum Balls, and Hot

Chocolate Bombs. The DIY Gingerbread House Kit adds an interactive touch, making it

a top choice for festive gifting. With delivery across Delhi and NCR, make your

Christmas celebrations sweeter with these flavourful delights.

Discover clean air solutions with Nirvana Being – for a healthier and happier holiday season.
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22. Sarita Handa's Vibrant Cushion Covers:

Elevate your loved one's home decor with the gift of aesthetically balanced vibrant

colours in varied fabrics from Sarita Handa. These whimsical cushion covers, embodying

exquisite embroideries, exude elegance and extravaganza, making them perfect for a

joyful Christmas.

Christmas delights made by All Things Sweet.

Cushion Covers from Sarita Handa.
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23. Maison Sia's Leblon-One Minute Mickey:

Delight Disney enthusiasts and art collectors with Maison Sia's one-of-a-kind sculpture,

Leblon-One Minute Mickey by Marcel Wanders. This contemporary masterpiece will

add charm and whimsy to any collection, making it a unique and cherished Christmas

gift.

24. KOKO by K2India:

Make this Christmas unforgettable with opulent and artisanal furniture from KOKO by

K2India. From intricately designed chairs to opulent consoles, each piece is a testament

to luxurious details, transforming homes into havens of festive enchantment.

Maison Sia's Leblon-One Minute Mickey.
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25. Indulge in the Magic of Christmas with The Imperial's Exclusive Gifts:

Discover the season's charm with their limited-edition Christmas Nutcracker, available

at The Imperial Boutique – a unique and festive addition to your holiday celebrations. To

add on, you can even explore handcrafted cookies from The Imperial Patisserie. Inspired

by the grandeur of Europe's festive baking traditions, these classic treats, including

cinnamon star, spiced mix berry, and beloved Gingerbread cookies, are perfect for

sharing joy with colleagues, friends, and family. Elevate your holiday gifting experience

with these tastefully curated delights.

Opulent and artisanal furniture from KOKO by K2India
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